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affects expression of cyclin D1 and MMP-9
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Abstract. HuR, a ubiquitously expressed member of the
Hu family, selectively binds and stabilizes ARE-containing
mRNAs encoding proto-oncogenes, cell cycle regulators,
cytokines and growth factors. The role of HuR and its
cellular function in breast cancer remains unclear. This study
aimed to provide new insights into the implication of HuR
in breast cancer. We show that MCF7 and MDA-MB-231
breast cancer cells stably transfected with a hammerhead
ribozyme transgene specifically targeted to HuR (MCF7HuRKO
and MDA-MB-231HuRKO) have reduced HuR expression both
at mRNA and protein levels. This study reveals that HuR
knockdown dramatically reduced cell growth in MCF7 cells
(P<0.001) and invasive properties in MDA-MB-231 cells
(P<0.001). Furthermore, we report that the decreased cell
growth rate in MCF7 cells is seen together with a reduction
in cyclin D1 transcript and protein levels and that the change
in invasiveness in MDA-MB-231 cells seems to be linked
with decreased MMP-9 levels. Our study shows that targeting
HuR can influence breast cancer cell growth and invasion and
suggests a role for HuR in vitro in enhancing breast cancer
cell growth and invasion. These changes may be facilitated
through changes in the levels of cyclin D1 and MMP-9.
Introduction
The human (Hu) antigen R (HuR), a ubiquitously expressed
member of the Hu family of RNA-binding proteins, was
first cloned and identified in 1996 (1) and the human HuR
gene was found to be localized to human chromosome
19p13.2 (2). The Hu protein family comprises four vertebrate
members, the primarily neuronal proteins HuB (Hel-N1), HuC
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(PLE21) and HuD, and the ubiquitously expressed ~34 kDa
protein HuR (2). As members of the Hu protein family share
homology with the Drosophila embryonic lethal abnormal
vision (ELAV) proteins, they are sometimes regarded as the
Hu/elav family (3). In humans, HuR is widely expressed in all
proliferating cells, whereas HuB, HuC and HuD are expressed
in terminally differentiated neurons and are therefore called
the neuronal Hu proteins (4).
HuR protein contains three highly conserved RNA
recognition motifs (RRMs) and a variable basic hinge region
between its RRM2 and RRM3 (5,6). RRM1 and RRM2 were
found to bind and mediate the AU- and U-rich elements
(collectively termed ARE) recognition (7) and RRM3 is
believed to bind the poly (A) tail and help maintain the
stability of the RNA-protein complex (8). The less conserved
hinge region is believed to contain sequences that allow HuR
to shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm (6).
HuR has a variety of biological functions, all of which
are based on its ability to stabilize the labile mRNAs bearing
the AU- and U-rich elements (ARE) and affect their expression
(9). Many of such ARE-containing mRNAs encode protooncogenes, cell cycle regulators, cytokines and growth
factors, which are important in many transient biological
processes (10). The mechanism of HuR stabilization on target
mRNAs is believed to be mediated through competition with
destabilizing ARE-BPs. HuR is mainly localized within the
cell nucleus and its presence in the cytoplasm appears to be
intimately linked to its mRNA-stabilizing function, thus the
nucleo-cytoplasm shuttling of HuR is generally assumed as
the initial and critical step of its stabilizing effects (1,11). HuR
shuttling structurally relies on a sequence in the hinge region,
which is denoted as HNS (HuR nucleocytoplasmic shuttling
sequence) (12).
Numerous ARE-containing mRNAs encoding protooncogenes, cell cycle regulators, cytokines and growth factors
have been reported either to associate with HuR or, further, to
be post-transcriptionally regulated by HuR (6). Many of them
encode functionally diverse proteins that are important in
many transient biological processes including cell growth and
differentiation, signal transduction, transcriptional and translational control, hematopoiesis, apoptosis, nutrient transport,
and metabolism (10). However, the potential contribution of
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HuR to breast carcinogenesis and tumor progression has not
been directly investigated. Our study provides new insights
into the biological functions HuR and its role in breast cancer.
In the present study, we examined HuR expression in a
series of human cancer cell lines. In order to elucidate the role
and the cellular function of HuR in breast cancer, a ribozyme
transgene consisting of hammerhead ribozyme and antisense
specific to HuR was cloned into a pEF6 expression vector and
transfected into MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. The effects
of HuR knockdown on the human breast cancer cells was
examined through a series of in vitro tests.
Materials and methods
Cell lines and materials. Human MCF7 and MDA-MB-231
breast cancer cell lines and human PC-3 prostate cancer cell
line were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, MD, USA). The ZR-751 cell line was purchased from
the European Collection of Cell Cultures (ECACC, Salisbury,
UK). The cells were routinely cultured in DMEM/Ham's F12
with L-Glutamine medium (PAA Laboratories, Somerset,
UK), supplemented with antibiotics and 10% foetal calf serum
(PAA Laboratories), and incubated at 37.0˚C, 5% CO2 and
95% humidity. Monoclonal mouse anti-HuR (SC-5261), antiGAPDH (SC-32233), anti-MMP-9 (SC-21733), and polyclonal
rabbit anti-cyclin D1 IgG (SC-8432) were obtained from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Peroxidaseconjugated anti-mouse and anti-rabbit IgG were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. (Poole, UK).
Generation of HuR knockdown in breast cancer cell lines.
Anti-human HuR hammerhead ribozymes were designed
based on the secondary structure of HuR mRNA, generated
using the Zuker RNA mFold program (13). The ribozymes
were synthesized and cloned into a pEF6/V5-His-TOPO
plasmid vector (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). Ribozyme transgenes and empty pEF6 control plasmids were transfected
into MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells individually following a
previously reported procedure (14,15). Following transfection
and blasticidin selection, cells were subsequently cultured
in maintenance medium and routinely tested to confirm
knockdown of HuR expression. MCF7 and MDA-MB-231
cells containing the ribozyme transgenes or the control pEF6
plasmids were designated as MCF7 HuRKO and MCF7pEF6,
MDA-MB-231HuRKO and MDA-MB-231pEF6, respectively. The
wild-type cells were labelled as MCF-7WT or MDA-MB-231WT.
RNA extraction and reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR). RNA was extracted from cells using the
TRI reagent (Sigma, Dorset, UK). Reverse transcription was
carried out using the iScript™ cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad,
CA, USA). PCR conditions were: denaturing at 94˚C for
40 sec, annealing at 55˚C for 40 sec and extension at 72˚C
for 80 sec. PCR was conducted over 36 cycles with an initial
5 min denaturing step (94˚C) and a final 10 min extension
step (72˚C). PCR products were separated on an agarose gel.
Primer sequences are provided in Table I.
Quantitative-polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR). Real-time
quantitative PCR was also used to assess the HuR transcript

levels present in the control and transfected cell lines as
previously reported (16). Briefly, the iCycler IQ system
was used to detect and quantify the number of HuR transcripts in each of the control and transfected cells. Transcript
copy numbers were obtained based on an internal standard
and normalized against GAPDH levels in these samples.
Conditions for Q-PCR were: an initial 15 min 95˚C period
followed by 80 cycles of 95˚C for 15 sec, 55˚C for 60 sec and
72˚C for 20 sec.
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting. Following lysis of cells, equal
amount of each samples were separated on a 10% acrylamide
gel. Proteins were probed using the respective primary antibodies at a concentration of 1:300 (HuR) and 1:500 (GAPDH)
and specific peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies at
a concentration of 1:1000. Protein bands were documented
using a gel documentation system (UVITech, Cambridge,
UK).
Immunocytochemical staining. Following overnight incubation, cells were fixed and then permeabilized with 0.1%
Triton X100 for 5 min in TBS. Following blocking with
horseserum in Super Sensitive™ Wash Buffer (BioGenex,
USA), immunochemical staining was performed using the
primary antibody at a concentration of 1:100 and Vectastain
Universal Elite ABC kit (Vectastain® ABC system, Vector
Laboratories, Inc., Nottingham, UK). Intensity of the staining
was quantified by using the area morphometry of the Optimas
image analysis software (Optimas version 6.0, Optimas, WA,
USA).
In vitro growth assay. Cells were incubated for 1, 3 and 5 days
before being fixed in 4% formaldehyde (v/v) and stained with
0.5% (w/v) crystal violet. The crystal violet stain was then
extracted using 10% acetic acid (v/v) and cell density was
determined by measuring the absorbance of this solution at
a wavelength of 540 nm using an ELx800 spectrophotometer
(Bio-Tek Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT, USA).
In vitro Matrigel invasion assay (17). Briefly, 15,000 cells were
seeded into trans-well inserts (Becton Dickinson Labware, NJ,
USA), containing 8.0 µm pores, which had been coated with
50 µg/insert of Matrigel Matrix Basement Membrane (BD
Biosciences, Oxford, UK). After 72 h of incubation, cells which
had invaded through the artificial basement membrane to the
outside of the trans-well insert were stained and counted.
In vitro Matrigel adhesion assay (18). Briefly, 45,000 cells were
seeded into the wells of a 96-well plate that had been pre-coated
with 5 µg of Matrigel. After 45 min of incubation, non-adherent
cells were removed by vigorous washing. Adherent cells were
then stained and counted.
In vitro migration/wound healing assay (19). Cells were
cultured in a 24-well plate, upon reaching confluence; the cell
monolayer was wounded using a 21G needle. Digital images
of a set area were taken using a GXCAM-5 scientific imaging
camera (GTVision, Suffolk, UK) every 15 min for a 90-min
period. Cell migration into the wound was then calculated
using ImageJ analysis software.
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Table I. Primers used for RT-PCR or Q-PCR in the present study.
Gene of
Primer name
Primer sequence (5'-3')
interest			

Optimal annealing
temperature (˚C)

HuR

HuR-F8
HuR-R8

gagctcagaggtgatcaaag
ttgtagatgaaaatgcacca

55

HuR Ribozyme 1

HuRrib1F
HuRrib1R	

ctgcagcatacgacaccttaatggttttctgatgagtccgtgagga
actagtgaacggcttgaggctccagtttcgtcctcacggact

55

HuR Ribozyme 2

HuRrib2F
HuRrib2R	

ctgcagctcgggcgagcatacctgatgagtccgtgagga
actagtcaaaaaccattaaggtgtttcgtcctcacggact

55

HuR Ribozyme 3

HuRrib3F
HuRrib3R	

ctgcaggacccgcgagttgatctgatgagtccgtgagga
actagttctctcggtttgggcggatttcgtcctcacggact

55

HuR Ribozyme 4

HuRrib4F
HuRrib4R	

ctgcagatccacgaggacccgcgagttctgatgagtccgtgagga
actagtcggtttgggcggatcatttcgtcctcacggact

55

GAPDH

F8
R8

ggctgcttttaactctggta
gactgtggtcatgagtcctt

55

GAPDH (Q-PCR)

GAPDH F2
GAPDH ZR2

ctgagtacgtcgtggagtc
actgaacctgaccgtacacagagatgaccctttg

55

Cyclin D1

Cyclin D1 F1
Cyclin D1 ZR	
Cyclin D1 R1

cggtgtcctacttcaaatgt
actgaacctgaccgtacaaagcggtccaggtagttc
acctcctcctcctcctct

55

MMP-9

MMP-9 F1
MMP-9 R1
MMP-9 ZR1

aactacgaccgggacaag
attcacgtcgtccttatgc
actgaacctgaccgtacaggaaagtgaaggggaaga

55

Figure 1. Expression of HuR in breast and prostate cancer cell lines. The
presence of HuR was examined in 4 human cancer cell lines using RT-PCR.
HuR was highly expressed in all breast (MCF7, MDA-MB-231 and ZR-751)
and prostate (PC-3) cell lines tested.

Statistical analysis. Experimental procedures were repeated
independently as least 3 times. Data were analysed using the
Minitab 14 software and statistical comparisons were drawn
using the two-sample, two-tailed t-test or the Mann-Whitney
non-parametric test.
Results
The expression of HuR in breast cancer cell lines. The presence
of HuR was examined in 4 human cancer cell lines through
reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR). The expression of
HuR was relatively high in the breast cell lines (MCF7,

MDA-MB-231 and ZR-75-1) and the prostate cancer cell
line (PC-3) examined (Fig. 1). To investigate the biological
function of HuR in breast cancer, two of the examined cell
lines were chosen for knockdown studies. MCF7 cells are
derived from a metastatic pleural effusion of a female patient
with breast cancer. MCF7 is an adherent cell line with an
epithelial morphology and is estrogen receptor positive. The
MDA-MB-231 cell line is derived from a pleural effusion of
a female patient with metastatic breast cancer. MDA-MB-231
cells are adherent and epithelial in morphology. The cell line
is estrogen receptor negative and is highly tumorigenic.
Manipulation of HuR expression by ribozyme transgene.
RT-PCR and Q-PCR demonstrated that HuR mRNA expression
was successfully knocked down in MCF7HuRKO and MDA-MB231HuRKO cells in comparison to the level of expression in
wild-type cells (MCF7WT and MDA-MB-231WT) and in empty
plasmid cells (MCF7pEF6 and MDA-MB-231pEF6) (Fig. 2A
and B). Additionally, Western blotting was used to probe for
HuR protein levels in both the control and transfected cell lines.
Similar to the trends seen at the mRNA level, HuR protein
was found to be highly expressed in all of the control cell lines
(MCF7WT, MDA-MB-231WT, MCF7pEF6 and MDA-MB-231pEF6)
and expression of HuR protein exhibited a dramatic reduction in
the transfected cell lines (MCF7HuRKO and MDA-MB-231HuRKO)
(Fig. 2C). Immunocytochemical (ICC) staining indicated a
decrease in HuR protein levels in both MDA-MB-231 and
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Figure 2. Transfection with HuR ribozyme transgene successfully reduced levels in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines. (A) HuR mRNA was
qualitatively detected using RT-PCR and demonstrated a reduction in HuR expression in MCF7HuRKO and MDA-MB-231HuRKO cells compared to controls.
(B) Q-PCR was subsequently used to confirm the decrease of HuR mRNA transcript in MCF7HuRKO and MDA-MB-231HuRKO cell lines. (C) Western blotting
showed a similar decrease in HuR protein levels in the MCF7HuRKO and MDA-MB-231HuRKO in comparison to controls. (D) Immunocytochemical staining
indicated HuR protein levels were decreased by the ribozyme transgene.

MCF7 cells transfected with the ribozyme transgene versus
their respective controls (Fig. 2D).

the 5-day incubation period (day 3: 284.1±14.8 vs. 301.0±53.5
P>0.05, day 5: 866.2±67.7 vs. 719.3±76.7 P>0.05) (Fig. 3B).

HuR has differing effects on cell growth. Effects of HuR
on the growth of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 were examined
using an in vitro tumor cell growth assay. Contrasting results
for the effects of HuR expression on tumor cell growth were
seen between the MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. In the
MCF7 cell line, knockdown of HuR resulted in a significant
decrease in growth and a significant difference was seen
between the MCF7HuRKO and MCF7pEF6 cell line after 3- and
5-day incubation periods (day 3: 62.5±21.2 vs. 249.7±48.4
P<0.001, day 5: 163.6±35.4 vs. 416.5±42.9 P<0.001) (Fig. 3A).
Strangely, the MDA-MB-231 cell line did not follow a similar
trend and no significant difference in growth was seen between
the MDA-MB-231HuRKO and MDA-MB-231pEF6 cell lines over

HuR expression does not alter cell adhesion. The capacity
of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells to adhere
to an artificial Matrigel basement membrane over a 45-min
period was examined using an in vitro Matrigel adhesion
assay. Transfection with the HuR ribozyme transgene plasmids
was not seen to affect the adhesive properties of either MCF7
or MDA-MB-231 cells to an artificial Matrigel basement
membrane over a 45-min incubation period (Fig. 3C and D). No
significant difference in adhesive capacity was seen between
cells containing the ribozyme transgene plasmids and their
respective pEF6 control cells (MCF7 HuRKO vs. MCF7pEF6,
18.25±2.96 vs. 17.13±2.70, P>0.05; MDA-MB-231HuRKO vs.
MDA-MB-231pEF6, 57.88±8.71 vs. 67.38±9.93, P>0.05).
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Figure 3. Impact of HuR suppression on cell growth and adhesion of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. (A) Knockdown of HuR significantly reduced the
growth rate of MCF7 cells (P<0.001). (B) In contrast, knockdown of HuR did not affect the growth of MDA-MB-231 cells. (C and D) Knockdown of HuR was
not seen to affect the adhesion of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells.

Figure 4. Impact of HuR suppression on cellular invasion and migration of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells. (A) No significant difference in cellular invasion
was seen between MCF7HuRKO and MCF7pEF6 cell lines over the 3-day incubation period (P>0.05). (B) In contrast, knockdown of HuR significantly reduced
the invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 cells compared to the control (P<0.001). (C and D) Knockdown of HuR did not retard the migration of either MCF7 or
MDA-MB-231 cells.

Loss of endogenous HuR results in differing cell invasion. No
significant difference in cellular invasion was seen between the
MCF7HuRKO and MCF7pEF6 cell lines over the 3-day incubation period (15.67±2.07 vs. 18.33±2.66, P>0.05) (Fig. 4A).

In contrast, loss of endogenous HuR resulted in a dramatic
reduction in the invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 4B).
MDA-MB-231HuRKO was found to have a significantly reduced
capacity to invade through an artificial Matrigel basement
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Figure 5. Knockdown of HuR can impact on Cyclin D1 levels. Cyclin D1 transcription was down-regulated with loss of endogenous HuR expression in
MCF7 cells. (A-C) Conventional RT-PCR, Q-PCR and Western blotting reveal lower mRNA and protein levels of cyclin D1 in MCF7HuRKO cells compared
to MCF7WT and MCF7pEF6 cells. (D) There was decreased ICC staining of cyclin D1 in MCF7HuRKO cells compared with that in MCF7WT and MCF7pEF6. No
similar trend of cyclin D1 at mRNA and protein levels was seen in MDA-MB-231 cell lines.

membrane compared to its respective control cells (6.67±2.16
vs. 18.17±2.93, P<0.001).
Knockdown of HuR does not influence cell migration. The
effect of HuR expression on cell migration was assessed
using a migration/wounding assay. Knockdown of HuR did
not influence the migration of either MCF7 or MDA-MB-231
cells (Fig. 4C and D). No significant difference in migratory
rates was seen between either MCF7 HuRKO or MDA-MB231HuRKO and their respective pEF6 controls (MCF7 HuRKO
vs. MCF7pEF6, 47.4±12.7 vs. 39.36±1.66, P=0.34 at 90 min;
MDA-MB-231HuRKO vs. MDA-MB-231pEF6, 56.85±4.94 vs.
51.0±15.5, P=0.56 at 90 min).

Knockdown of HuR correlates with down-regulation
Cyclin D1. Cyclin D1, as a target mRNA of HuR, is one of the
more frequently altered cell cycle regulators in cancers (20),
thus, we assumed an association of HuR's effect on tumor
cell growth with the cell cycle regulator cyclin D1, and we
examined the cyclin D1 expression at mRNA and protein level
in both the control and transfected breast cancer cells. Our
study showed that cyclin D1 transcription was down-regulated
with loss of endogenous HuR expression in MCF7 cells.
Conventional RT-PCR, Q-PCR and Western blot revealed
lower mRNA and protein levels of cyclin D1 in MCF7HuRKO
cells compared to MCF7WT and MCF7pEF6 cells (Fig. 5A-C).
There was decreased ICC staining of cyclin D1 in MCF7HuRKO
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Figure 6. Knockdown of HuR can impact on MMP-9 levels. (A-C) A decreased level of MMP-9 mRNA and protein was observed in MDA-MB-231 cells
containing the HuR ribozyme transgene. (D) ICC staining revealed a decreased staining intensity of MMP-9 in MDA-MB-231HuRKO cells compared with that
in MDA-MB-231WT and MDA-MB-231pEF6. No similar reduction of MMP-9 expression at mRNA and protein levels was seen in MCF7HuRKO cells compared to
its respective wild-type and pEF6 control cells.

cells, compared with that in MCF7WT and MCF7pEF6 (Fig. 5D).
No similar trend of cyclin D1 at mRNA and protein levels was
seen in MDA-MB-231 cell lines (Fig. 5).
Knockdown of HuR correlates with reduction of MMP-9.
Previous studies have indicated the importance of MMP-9
in cancer cell invasion and metastasis (21). In order to gain
insight into mechanisms whereby HuR may promote breast
cancer cell invasion, we examined the levels of MMP-9
expression at both transcript and protein level in control
and HuR suppressed breast cancer cells. A decreased level
of MMP-9 mRNA was observed in MDA-MB-231 cells
containing the HuR ribozyme transgenes. Concordant
with this decrease in mRNA level, there was a decreased

protein level (Fig. 6A-C). Decreased ICC staining of MMP-9
is also seen in MDA-MB-231HuRKO cells, compared with
that in MDA-MB-231WT and MDA-MB-231pEF6 (Fig. 6D).
Interestingly, no similar reduction of MMP-9 expression
at mRNA and protein levels was seen in MCF7HuRKO cells
compared to the respective wild-type and pEF6 control cells
(Fig. 6).
Discussion
Normal human cells become neoplastic by progressively
acquiring mutations in cancer genes, these mutations subsequently provide the cell with a competitive growth advantage
via different cancer-cell phenotypes (22,23). A variety of target
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mRNAs bound and stabilized by HuR are related to cancer.
Many of such target mRNAs encode cell cycle regulators
and proto-oncogenes such as cyclin A, cyclin B1, cyclin D1,
c-myc and c-fos (24-26), growth factors such as EGF (27)
and GM-CSF (28), as well as other factors and cytokines
that influence tumour progression such as HIF-1α (27),
VEGF (29), uPA (30), MMP-9 and MTA1 (31). Through its
association with such target mRNAs, HuR is found to play a
pivotal role in the carcinogenesis and subsequent progression
via diverse cancer-cell phenotypes: enhanced cell division,
resistance of apoptosis, maintenance of angiogenesis, invasion
of tissues and metastasis, and evasion of antitumor immune
responses (32).
Despite HuR's ability to bind to and enhance the expression
of mRNAs that play pivotal roles in cell growth and proliferation, transcriptional and translational control, hematopoiesis
and apoptosis, its potential contribution to carcinogenesis
and tumor progression in breast cancer has not been directly
investigated. In order to elucidate the functional importance
of HuR in breast cancer, our studies have led to the generation
of human breast cancer cell lines (MCF7 and MDA-MB231) containing anti-human HuR hammerhead ribozyme
transgenes and a reduced expression of HuR transcript and
protein levels.
The present study shows that knockdown of HuR significantly decreased the growth rate of MCF7 cells over a 5-day
incubation period; however, this trend was not mimicked in
the MDA-MB-231 cells. Additionally, we demonstrate that
HuR knockdown resulted in a dramatic reduction of the
cellular invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 cells; however, the
same trend was not seen in MCF7 cells. The exact reason
behind this differential effect of HuR on the growth and
invasion of these two breast cancer cell lines is currently
unknown. It is likely that the differential growth effects
may be due to differences in the expression patterns of other
proteins between the MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. We
also report that knockdown of HuR does not alter the adhesive
properties and migration capability of the two breast cancer
cell lines.
In order to gain insight into the mechanisms whereby HuR
may have its promoting effect on breast cancer cell growth,
a series of growth factors and known target mRNAs of HuR
were examined in MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells with and
without the ribozyme transgenes. The data shows that the
expression of cyclin D1 is correlated to HuR expression at
mRNA and protein levels in the MCF7 cell line. However, no
such correlation of cyclin D1 expression with HuR was found
in the MDA-MB-231 cell line. Cyclin D1, which functions
as a mitogenic sensor and allosteric activator of CDK4 or
CDK6 (33), is one of the more frequently altered cell cycle
regulators in cancers (20). Cyclin D1 mRNA, as a target
mRNA of HuR, has been found to be bound and stabilized by
HuR (25). Cyclin D1 overexpression is implicated as a driving
feature in various types of cancer, including non-small cell
lung cancer (34), breast cancer (35), and oesophageal cancer
(36). Cyclin D1 overexpression in human tumors is driven
by multiple mechanisms comprising genomic alterations,
post-transcriptional regulation, and post-translational protein
stabilization (20). Based on these findings and the present
results, we support the association of HuR's effect on tumor

cell growth with cell cycle regulator cyclin D1, and suggest
that HuR may influence the growth rate of breast cancer cells
in vitro through the regulation of cyclin D1.
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of
MMP-9 in cancer cell invasion and metastasis (21) and the
ability of HuR to stabilise MMP-9 mRNA (32). Thus, to
clarify whether HuR's influence over MMP-9 is responsible
for the reduced invasion seen here in MDA-MB-231 cells we
examined the levels of MMP-9 expression at both transcript
and protein level in control and HuR suppressed breast cancer
cells. The data indicated that there was a significant decrease
of MMP-9 mRNA in MDA-MB-231HuRKO cells compared to
MDA-MB-231WT and MDA-MB-231pEF6 cells, concordant
with this decrease in the mRNA level, a decrease in protein
level was also seen. These results further support the role of
HuR in stabilizing expression levels of MMP-9 and suggest
that in the aggressive MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line
this mechanism may be responsible, at least partially, for the
reduced invasiveness seen in HuR knockdown cells. Together,
this study suggests a role of HuR in the enhancement of
cellular invasion, a key event in invasion and metastasis of
breast cancer, and implies that HuR may affect the cellular
invasion of breast cancer cells by regulating MMP-9.
In summary, our studies indicate that HuR can enhance
breast cancer cell growth and invasion in vitro and this
appears to be facilitated by changes in the level of cyclin
D1 and MMP-9. Additional research using in vivo models is
required to fully elucidate the mechanisms and role(s) of HuR
in breast carcinogenesis and tumor progression.
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